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Growing up we did not know; now we need to mend 

Mend and renew, grow and sustain, above all, respect 

We burned everything — now we’re burning ourselves 

This shared world is not ours to own; more a garden we must tend 

We did not see the preciousness of dandelions 

And we looked for faces in the glowing embers not realising 

 the smoky dangers 

My heart unravels in regret for all I did and did not do  

for all I saw and did not see; the cobwebs of my senses  

no longer buffer me 

Ignorance was everywhere; it wasn’t that we didn’t care. 

Produce for human need, not greed 
 

I went into the morning to breathe the blackbird 

Painting the future with colours mixed today! 

If we don’t try, it’s the long goodbye to the bumble bee 

 and the fish in the sea. 

"Awaking" and "A Waking" sign our parting paths so clear 

in my youth we had our carbon neutral two feet and our bicycles  

with no energy costs! 

The open fire hearth, no more the heart of the home   

Our hope and despair reflected in moonlit skeins  

of geese crossing poisoned waters and charred forests. 

Deniers of the truths science has defined 

Our use of plastic so integral to our lives so damaging to our planet. 

All that wasted plastic, did we really not know,  

or just did we pretend? 
 

Hope is sustainable and does not offend 

The cruelty of humans to humans; we now have learnt to know. 

Free our aspirations from the traps of repetition   

Let us sometimes slow to the pace of Mother Nature  

and listen out for her ancient wisdom 

What will we drink (besides our tears) if water disappears? 

With endurance: Shackelton's glacial sea, poultice for the feverish land  



That darning egg’s been idle all the years 

Our beautiful and fragile world — it calls us to befriend 

With new awareness, we make new choices 

In your arms, what is the shape of hope, dreamer?  


